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Abstract
The micro-macro paradox has been revived. Despite broadly positive evaluations at the
micro- and meso-levels, recent literature doubts the ability of foreign aid to foster economic
growth and development. This paper assesses the aid-growth literature and, taking inspiration from
the program evaluation literature, we re-examine key hypotheses. In our findings, aid has a
positive and statistically significant causal effect on growth over the long run, with confidence
intervals conforming to levels suggested by growth theory. Aid remains a key tool for enhancing
the development prospects of poor countries.
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1.

Introduction

The extent to which foreign aid can be a decisive factor in the economic
development of low-income countries remains controversial. In 1987, Paul
Mosley suggested that while aid seems to be effective at the microeconomic level,
any positive aggregate impact of aid is much harder to identify (Mosley, 1987).
He labeled this the “micro-macro” paradox. Now, after two decades of intense
analytical work using new theory, new data, and new empirical methodologies, it
would appear that the paradox has been revived. At the macro-level, Rajan and
Subramanian (2008) conclude “it is difficult to discern any systematic effect of
aid on growth”. Nevertheless, evaluations of aid effectiveness at the
microeconomic level continue to indicate positive rates of return (World Bank,
2008). Also, an increasing number of rigorous microeconomic impact evaluations
have demonstrated the potential for well-designed project interventions to
generate positive results (Banerjee and Duflo, 2009).
This paper has two objectives. First, we attempt to provide a balanced, upto-date assessment of the aid-growth literature. We observe that, while aid may
have very high returns in specific circumstances (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004),
expectations surrounding the average potency of aid have been excessive. Second,
we turn our attention to the fundamental empirical evaluation challenge:
identifying the counterfactual. Using observational data, there is no way of
identifying a plausible counterfactual without making assumptions that are bound
to be debatable, in theory and practice. Applying recent methodological advances
in the program evaluation literature to a macroeconomic question, we propose and
implement a number of empirical improvements. These include strengthening the
aid instrument, improving the model specification, and employing a new doubly
robust estimator. We show, contrary to other recent results, that there is no firm
basis on which to reject the prior that foreign aid exerts a modest long-run
positive effect on growth in developing countries.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a
literature review. Section 3 considers empirical strategies used to investigate the
aid-growth relationship. Section 4 implements our proposed enhancements and
presents results. A final section summarizes and concludes that there is no micromacro paradox.1

1

Please refer to Arndt et al. (2010) for an earlier working paper version of this paper for further
details on background, analytical methods, data, sensitivity tests, and results.
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2.

Literature review

Scholarship on the relationship between aid, growth, and development is
voluminous. This section provides a brief survey of how the aid-growth debate
has evolved.
2.1.

Earlier generations

Studies of the aid-growth relationship from the 1970s until recently have been
classified into three generations, each influenced by dominant theoretical
paradigms as well as available empirical tools (Hansen and Tarp, 2000). The first
two generations were inspired by simple models of the growth process, i.e. the
Harrod-Domar model and the two-gap Chenery-Strout extension. The underlying
idea behind the Harrod-Domar model is of a stable linear relationship between
growth and investment in physical capital. Assuming all aid is invested, it is
straightforward to calculate how much aid is required to achieve a target growth
rate. The impact of aid is positive and helps plug either a savings or a foreign
exchange gap. Empirical studies in this tradition consequently focused on the
extent to which aid increased savings and investment in recipient countries
(Papanek, 1972, 1973). Overall, first generation studies show that aid tends to
increase total savings, but not by as much as the aid flow. Quite reasonably, this
suggests a non-negligible proportion of aid is consumed rather than invested.
Retaining the focus on capital accumulation, a second generation of
literature explored the impact of aid on growth via investment. Using data for a
cross section of countries, a large number of studies of this kind were produced
during the 1980s and early 1990s. These studies consistently pointed to a positive
link between aid and investment. While a majority of the aid-growth studies of
this generation also suggested a positive impact, the result that captured attention
was Paul Mosley’s micro-macro paradox. An influential line of critique of the
Harrod-Domar and two-gap approach was the argument that growth is less related
to physical capital investment than often assumed (Easterly, 1999). If the
productive impact of aid depends more on incentives and relative prices, as well
as the policy environment more generally, then it becomes important to consider
these broader effects. The second generation of studies also introduced the
problem that poorly performing countries may receive more aid precisely because
of their poor growth performance. Empirical analyses that do not account for the
endogeneity of aid will not reveal aid’s causal impact. Most second generation
studies, however, did not deal with this issue.
From the early 1990s a third generation of more sophisticated econometric
studies came to dominate the discourse about aid. This was motivated by the
availability of panel data, allowing analysts to look at changes both across and
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within countries over time. Insights from new theories of economic growth also
influenced the research agenda. Mindful of the weaknesses of previous studies,
the aid-growth relationship came to be perceived as (possibly) non-linear and the
endogeneity of aid was taken more seriously. Among the numerous studies of this
generation, the contribution by Burnside and Dollar (2000) came to exert a
significant influence on policy. These authors made an argument for conditional
aid effectiveness, specifically: “aid has a positive impact on growth in developing
countries with good fiscal, monetary and trade policies ... [but] ... in the presence
of poor policies, aid has no positive effect on growth” (2000: 847).
However, these results were subject to criticism. Hansen and Tarp (2001)
found that a story of diminishing returns to aid best captured the non-linear
relationship between aid and growth. In a later contribution, Easterly et al. (2004)
added that the Burnside-Dollar aid-policy result is fragile when the dataset is
expanded (by years and countries). Dalgaard et al. (2004) found that aid has been
less effective in tropical areas over the last 30 years and called for further research
to help disentangle the channels through which aid matters for productivity. In an
empirical review of these contributions, Roodman (2007) argued that the results
of this generation are extremely sensitive to methodological choices, concluding
that while some aid is likely to increase investment and growth, aid “is probably
not a fundamentally decisive factor for development” (2007: 275).
2.2.

Recent studies

More recently, a fourth generation of literature has emerged. A distinctive aspect
of this generation is the view that aid’s aggregate impact on economic growth is
non-existent. A leading paper that appears to establish this result is Rajan and
Subramanian (2008). They find no systematic effect of aid on growth regardless
of the estimation approach, the time period. and the type of aid. Explanations for
non-positive aggregate effects of aid often refer to political economy dynamics.
For example, Djankov et al. (2008) argue that aid has effects that are analogous to
a natural resource curse. Similarly, Rajan and Subramanian (2007) find that the
rate of growth of value added by the manufacturing sector in developing countries
has been undermined by a detrimental effect of aid inflows on governance quality.
Fourth generation scholars have also become increasingly skeptical about
our ability to make valid causal inferences with respect to complex aggregate
phenomena, such as the determinants of economic growth. In particular, previous
methods used to deal with endogeneity have been subject to criticism. There is
increasing awareness that dynamic panel (system) GMM methods – frequently
employed in the third generation – are not a panacea. The concern that weak
instruments typically bias coefficient estimates towards their unadjusted
counterparts (e.g., OLS or panel fixed effects estimates) applies as much to panel
GMM as to cross-section estimators. Bun and Windmeijer (2010) show that the
3
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weak instrument problem (previously attributed mainly to the Arellano-Bond
estimator) may be equally problematic in the system approach. Also, for the
Blundell-Bond (system GMM) estimator to be valid, both country fixed effects
and omitted variables must be orthogonal to the lagged differences of the righthand side (RHS) variables which are used as instruments for the level equation.
This assumption cannot be tested and may be suspect given (i) the highly complex
nature of the growth process, and (ii) that country fixed effects are expected to
incorporate determinants of steady-state income levels that may correlate with
growth along individual countries’ steady-state transition paths.
In a Monte Carlo investigation of the robustness of different panel
estimators, Hauk and Wacziarg (2009) conclude that the principle issue for
system GMM is not one of strong or weak instruments but the validity of these
moment conditions. Roodman (2009) warns that the Blundell-Bond estimator may
give a false sense of certainty as a large number of internal instruments can overfit the endogenous variables and may weaken the power of Hansen/Sargan tests.
Finally, internal instruments do not prevent bias arising from systematic
measurement error in the endogenous regressors, which is an important limitation
in the context of aid-growth regressions.
In response to these concerns, alternative methods to assess aid
effectiveness have come to the fore. These often eschew cross-country
macroeconomic analysis in favor of specific micro- and meso-outcomes (Temple,
2010). Mishra and Newhouse (2007), for example, uncover a small but
statistically significant effect of health aid on infant mortality. Masud and
Yontcheva (2005) also find that aid helps reduce infant mortality, but this effect is
only significant for aid provided by non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Alongside cautious optimism surrounding the potential efficacy of
microeconomic policy interventions, financed either directly by donors through
projects or indirectly via budget or sector-wide support, these findings give new
sustenance to the micro-macro paradox. Indeed, with few exceptions (e.g., Sachs,
2005), recent findings at the micro- and meso-levels have not been deployed to
argue that aid is effective on aggregate. This is despite increasing evidence that
meso-level outcomes can add up to substantial macroeconomic effects (Cohen
and Soto, 2007).
2.3.

Rationale for continued macro-analysis

In light of the methodological concerns raised by recent scholarship, it is helpful
to reflect on the value of attempting to assess the macroeconomic impact of
foreign aid. In the first place, serious empirical challenges have not dissuaded
economists from investigating other complex questions (Angrist and Pischke,
2010). For example, there are numerous parallels between the problem of
estimating the causal impact of aid on growth and the causal impact of schooling
DOI: 10.2202/1948-1837.1121
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on earnings. Both problems are likely to be characterized by endogenous
selection, heterogeneous treatment responses, and mis-measurement of treatment
input (both in terms of quality and quantity). Considerable effort has been
expended in the analysis of large, high-quality, schooling datasets by some of the
most skilled econometricians in the profession. Even so, debate has persisted, at
least until recently, with respect to the net bias of ordinary least squares (OLS)
estimates of returns to education (Card, 2001).
If the profession has experienced serious difficulties estimating the causal
effect of schooling on earnings in developed countries, then it should not be
surprising that estimating the impact of aid on growth in developing countries is
contentious. However, it is difficult to deny that the aid-growth issue is both
compelling and relevant. In developed countries, policy-makers and the wider
public continue to ask whether aid is a cost effective use of taxpayer money on
aggregate. Today, the attention of both the aid community and decision-makers is
on “Dead Aid” (Moyo, 2009), which argues for a complete cessation of aid flows
to Africa. We note that the financial crisis of 2008/09 has highlighted the
importance of public spending to stabilize and stimulate economic activity. While
foreign aid has multiple objectives, economic growth is central among them. If
the economics profession as a whole were to abandon the question of aid’s impact
on growth, it would leave the issue open to speculative and potentially unhelpful
contributions.
2.4.

Formulating an appropriate prior

A key aim of empirical analysis is to falsify or discriminate between competing
hypotheses. Consequently, it is necessary to make explicit the prior upon which
empirical testing is focused. With respect to the effect of foreign aid on economic
growth, relatively few studies address the issue of an appropriate prior. A recent
exception is Rajan and Subramanian (2008) who consider aid in a standard
neoclassical growth model. Assuming that aid only augments physical capital
investment and has no effect on productivity, they derive that a one percentage
point increase in the ratio of aid to GDP should be expected to raise the growth
rate of per capita GDP by around 0.16 percentage points on average. In practice,
at least some aid is directed towards consumption or non-growth enhancing
activities. As a result, Rajan and Subramanian place the expected growth return at
around 0.1 percentage point for each percentage point of aid in GDP. Thus, the
implied increase in the growth rate accruing from aid inflows at 10% of GDP
should be about 1%, which is considerably less than the predictions based on
Harrod-Domar models. In sum, growth theory points towards more modest
expectations with respect to the potency of aid (see also Dalgaard and Erickson,
2009).
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A related issue is the appropriate time-frame over which any growth
effects accruing from aid can be expected to materialize. Various factors may
exert a cumulative but not immediate impact on the rate of income growth. For
example, changes in education move only slowly at the aggregate level and have a
positive influence on economic growth with a substantial lag. This follows from
simple demographics whereby improvements in schooling indicators can take
many years to translate into noticeable increases in average education levels
among working-age adults. Changes in human capital due to improved health
indicators may take even longer to translate into more rapid economic growth.
Ashraf et al. (2008) and Acemoglu and Johnson (2007) find that the initial
economic impact of gains in life expectancy from the health interventions
introduced from the 1940s may be a reduction in per capita incomes due to the
increase in population and dependency ratios. The former authors find that it can
take 30 years or more for per capita incomes to return to pre-intervention levels.
They also find that significant increases in life expectancy at birth only begin to
have a modest positive effect on incomes after about a 35 year lag.2
Overall, a series of considerations indicate that the aid-growth relationship
is only likely to emerge over a long time-horizon. Many aid investments, such as
in education, health, and institution-building are long term in nature; and growth
theory indicates that the contribution of these investments to growth is likely to be
relatively modest. When these observations are combined with the volatility of
growth in most developing countries and the high degree of measurement error
inherent in nearly all the variables of interest, relatively long time-frames would
appear to be necessary to reliably detect the aid-growth relationship.

3.

Empirical strategies

Following Temple’s (2010) recommendation to build explicitly on existing
empirical work, our starting point for developing an appropriate empirical
strategy is Rajan and Subramanian (2008) (henceforth RS08). RS08 provides a
thoughtful and highly influential contribution that is widely understood to have
established that aid has no impact on growth. However, a number of concerns
question this fundamental conclusion. This section addresses these concerns and
suggests suitable improvements. Specifically, Section 3.1 provides a brief
summary of RS08’s approach and main results. Section 3.2 presents a detailed
analysis of the validity of their instrumentation strategy. This motivates the
development of an amended instrument in Section 3.3, while Sections 3.4 and 3.5
propose modifications to the specification and regression estimators. Once these
2

Ashraf et al. (2008) focus on demographic trends as a result of disease eradication. Productivity
effects, demand effects, and complementary policies may speed the realization of growth benefits
from health gains.
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modifications are incorporated, either individually or in conjunction, the empirical
aid-growth relationship is shown to conform to theoretical priors and the micromacro paradox disappears once again. These results are given in Section 4.
3.1.

RS08

Before turning to RS08’s main results, it is helpful to examine simple OLS
estimates of the relationship between aid and growth. They are reported by RS08
and are replicated here in column I of Table 1. As expected, they show a negative
estimated coefficient on Aid/GDP. These estimates are biased downward
principally due to a simultaneity problem – because of their slow growth, slower
growing countries typically received more aid during the period. Thus, the
challenge is to find valid and relevant external instruments that explain variation
in aid receipts across developing countries, but which are unrelated to their
growth performance.
In their principal IV approach, RS08 investigate the aid-growth
relationship using long-run averages, turning the focus away from dynamic panel
methods. This is sensible. Dynamic panel methods are subject to doubt given the
expected cumulative effect of aid and corresponding concerns regarding the
validity of internal instruments in GMM estimators. Their long-run approach
echoes the average OLS estimator proposed by Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992)
as well as the long-difference approach used by Acemoglu and Johnson (2007).
RS08 consider four periods separately: 1960-2000; 1970-2000; 19802000; and 1990-2000. In each period, their instrument for aid is generated from a
“zero” stage regression estimated at the bilateral donor-recipient level using
supply-side factors. These include past colonial relations, relative population
sizes, and interaction terms. The predicted Aid/GDP ratio estimated from this
regression is aggregated across donors to give a fitted average ratio for each
recipient. This is then used as a single excluded instrument in a 2SLS estimation,
where average growth over the period is the dependent variable. Core results from
RS08 for the 1970-2000 period are replicated in column II of Table 1. The
generated instrument appears reasonably strong according to conventional
measures, such as the first stage partial F-statistic; also, the coefficient on
Aid/GDP is exactly in line with the prediction from their growth model but is not
significant.
RS08 conclude that there is no systematic (causal) effect of aid on growth,
and move on to show this holds for alternative sub-periods (RS08 Table 4),
alternative growth horizons (RS08 Table 6), non-linear effects (RS08 Table 7),
and different types of aid (RS08 Table 8). Similarly, the same basic result
emerges when the question is considered in a dynamic panel setting (RS08 Table
10).

7
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Table 1: Alternative models for aid and growth, 1970-2000
(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

OLS

2SLS

IV-LIML

IV-LIML

IV-LIML

IV-LIML

IV-LIML

IV-LIML

-0.08*
(0.04)

0.10
(0.07)

0.10
(0.08)

0.07
(0.06)

0.08
(0.06)

0.12
(0.10)

0.21*
(0.11)

0.19*
(0.10)

Initial per cap. GDP

-1.67***
(0.32)

-1.41***
(0.43)

-1.40***
(0.39)

-1.44***
(0.37)

-1.44***
(0.36)

-1.44***
(0.30)

-1.34***
(0.33)

-1.36***
(0.33)

Initial level of policy

2.28***
(0.47)

2.14***
(0.62)

2.13***
(0.56)

2.16***
(0.52)

2.15***
(0.53)

2.28***
(0.46)

2.29***
(0.52)

2.28***
(0.51)

Initial life expectancy

0.02
(0.03)

0.08*
(0.04)

0.08**
(0.04)

0.07**
(0.03)

0.07**
(0.03)

0.04
(0.04)

0.05
(0.04)

0.05
(0.04)

Geography

0.39**
(0.18)

0.61**
(0.26)

0.62**
(0.24)

0.58***
(0.22)

0.58***
(0.22)

0.25
(0.22)

0.29
(0.24)

0.28
(0.23)

1
SSA, EA

1
SSA, EA

7
SSA, EA

3
SSA, EA

1
SSA, EA

7
SSA, A, LA

3
SSA, A, LA

1
SSA, A, LA

Aid / GDP

Excluded instruments
Regional dummies
N

78

78

78

78

78

78

78

78

0.70

0.59

0.58

0.62

0.61

0.69

0.65

0.66

Weak identification stat.

-

31.6

5.50

10.40

33.41

4.32

5.06

14.32

Stock-Wright LM S stat.
(probability)

-

-

11.85
0.158

3.05
0.384

2.12
0.145

18.17
0.020

5.40
0.145

5.20
0.023

Hansen J stat.
(probability)

-

-

7.72
0.358

0.29
0.865

-

R-squared

11.88
0.31
0.104
0.857
significance level: * 10%; ** 5%; *** 1%

Notes: only selected variables reported; columns (I) and (II) replicate results in Rajan and Subramanian (2008; RS08);
column (III) employs a full set of aggregate instruments (see Table 2) in place of a single generated instrument; column (IV)
restricts the aggregate instrument set to the mean population ratio, the colony dummy and their interaction; column (V) uses
only log initial (recipient) population as the instrument; columns (VI) to (VIII) replicate columns (III) to (V) but use a
preferred set of conditioning variables (not shown, see Section 3.4); regional dummies are included as indicated, SSA = subSaharan Africa, EA = East Asia, A = Asia, LA = Latin America & Caribbean; weak identification statistic is the first stage
partial-F statistic in col. (II), and the Kleibergen-Paap Wald F statistic elsewhere; initial policy refers to the Sachs-Warner
trade policy index; geography refers to the average of the number of frost days and tropical land area; standard errors, given
in parentheses, are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity; dependent variable is mean real growth rate; Aid/GDP is treated as
endogenous in all models except column (I); in columns (I) to (V) Aid /GDP is taken from RS08, in columns (VI) to (VIII)
it is re-estimated from OECD-DAC (2008) data treating possible missing values as zeroes (see Section 3.3).
Source: authors’ estimates.

3.2.

Instrument validity

The supply-side approach to instrumentation developed by RS08 represents the
state of the art in the aid-growth literature. Nevertheless, it has been subject to
criticism. Clemens and Bazzi (2009) note that different authors have used the
same variables as exogenous instruments for a wide range of endogenous
variables. This raises the possibility that these exogenous instruments are
correlated with other omitted variables, thereby invalidating the exclusion
restriction on which valid causal inference depends. They direct specific attention
to the reliance of the RS08 (fitted) instrument on the natural logarithm of the aid
recipient’s population size. They find that log population has a “statistically
DOI: 10.2202/1948-1837.1121
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significant partial relationship with several variables that are plausible growth
determinants” (2009: 11) and that are omitted from RS08’s specification.
While the existence of a partial correlation between omitted explanatory
variables and the chosen instrument indicates that the coefficients in a regression
specification may be biased, the extent of bias is, ultimately, an empirical matter.
This is recognized by Clemens and Bazzi (2009), leading them to advocate
application of a range of empirical tests for instrument validity. On the face of it,
straightforward validity checks of the RS08 (generated) instrument based on
Sargan or Hansen tests are not possible because their IV model is just identified –
i.e., the number of excluded instruments equals the number of endogenous
variables. Nonetheless, recalling that the zero stage of the RS08 approach
generates a single instrument as a linear combination of variables, it is possible to
use modified versions of these same variables as excluded instruments directly in
the aggregate aid-growth regressions. This provides for a large number of
potential instruments, and therefore permits Hansen tests to be run either on the
full set or on specific sub-sets of instruments.
Following this logic, we collapse the bilateral aid dataset along the donor
dimension, thereby transforming the explanatory variables used in the bilateral
zero stage regressions for use at a more aggregate level. For continuous zero stage
regressors, such as the donor-recipient population ratio, the corresponding
“aggregate” instrument is the mean of the population ratio for each recipient
across all donors. For dummy regressors, such as the specific colonizer, it is more
appropriate to take the maximum value of the dummy for a given recipient (again,
across all donors). Ignoring relatively minor variables, such as currently being a
colony and the population-colony interaction terms employed in RS08, this yields
a set of eight possible instruments as per the rows of Table 2.
Column I of Table 2 verifies whether these aggregate instruments are
adequate proxies for the fitted instruments generated from the zero stage
regressions. As expected, the explanatory power is high. Moreover, underlining
the contention of Clemens and Bazzi (2009), a driving force behind the fitted aid
instruments appears to be the population ratio term. Thus, a fundamental issue for
the RS08 instrumentation strategy is the validity of the exclusion restriction as it
applies to the population-based instruments. Nevertheless, the results from
column I of Table 2 indicate that other variables make some (albeit smaller)
contribution to the overall fitted instrument. Thus, to further test instrument
validity, we re-estimate the RS08 model employing the full set of eight aggregate
instruments. The results, reported in column III of Table 1, closely replicate
column II; and the Hansen J test reports a probability of 0.358, which fails to
reject the validity of the exclusion restriction assumption.

9
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Table 2: Instrument validity checks, 1970-2000
Fitted coefficients

Residual coefficients

RS08 model

AJT model

RS08

AJT

RS08

AJT

C stat.

Prob.

C stat.

Prob.

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

(VII)

(VIII)

Population ratio

0.85***

0.59***

-0.18

-0.03

0.40

0.53

0.24

0.63

Colony (ever)

0.10**

0.01

-0.19

-0.25

1.11

0.29

1.96

0.16

0.11

0.32***

0.10

0.09

0.48

0.49

0.06

0.81

Common language

0.04

0.21***

0.25*

0.26*

2.36

0.12

0.27

0.60

Spanish colony

-0.08

0.03

0.26

0.18

0.29

0.59

1.36

0.24

Portuguese colony

0.03

0.04*

0.27**

0.08

3.28

0.07

1.77

0.18

French colony

-0.01

0.11***

0.53**

0.71***

2.14

0.14

8.13

0.00

UK colony

-0.25***

0.11**

0.35

0.42**

0.02

0.89

1.02

0.31

R-squared

0.95

0.99

0.12

0.23

-

-

-

-

Pop. ratio × colony

significance level: * 10%; ** 5%; *** 1%
Notes: columns (I) and (II) report standardized OLS regression coefficients in which the dependent variable is the fitted aid
instrument taken from Table 3 columns (I) and (V) respectively; columns (III) and (IV) report standardized OLS regression
coefficients from regressions of residuals saved from columns (IV) and (VI) of Table 1 against the row variables; columns
(V) to (VIII) report individual difference-in-Hansen C statistics and corresponding probabilities associated with each
individual row instrument (relative to the full instrument set); all OLS regression specifications incorporate the relevant set
of included instruments as additional controls (not reported); significance from OLS regressions are based on robust
standard errors.
Source: authors’ estimates.

Nevertheless, we take one further step to investigate the exclusion
restriction. Following the intuition of Sargan-type tests, we save the residuals and
regress them against the set of excluded instruments. This provides initial insight
as to which variables in the instrument set may be suspect. Standardized
coefficients from these regressions are given in column III of Table 2. They show
that neither the population ratio term nor its interaction with the (ever being a)
colony dummy is significantly correlated with the unexplained components of the
growth models. In contrast, the Portuguese and French colonizer effects are
significant. In our alternative specification (denoted AJT) shown in column IV of
Table 2, the French and UK colonizer terms are both significant.
Following this simple but intuitive OLS approach, columns V to VIII of
Table 2 report formal tests of the orthogonality of each of the individual aggregate
instruments to the growth regression errors. Specifically, they report the
difference-in-Hansen C statistic associated with excluding each row instrument
(individually) from the full set. For example, in the first row the C statistic
corresponds to the reduction in the overall Hansen J test statistic when the
population ratio term is excluded from the instrument set; the corresponding
probability is also shown. These findings corroborate the residual-based OLS
results. The most suspicion falls on the colonizer terms; however, the population
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ratio variables do not give cause for concern, providing comfort as to their
suitability as exogenous instruments in these models.
3.3.

Improved instrumentation strategy

The results of Section 3.2 indicate that the RS08 instrumentation approach is
broadly convincing but is weakened by inclusion of suspect variables in the zero
stage. From a theoretical point of view, the validity of using colonizer dummies
and their interactions as instruments is questionable. The institutional transplants
and broader colonizing strategies pursued by imperial powers were not alike, and
they may have a persistent effect on income levels to the present day. This notion
is at the heart of the debate concerning the effect of different legal origins (La
Porta et al., 2008), historical events (e.g., Nunn, 2008), and other institutional
forms on contemporary economic outcomes. Put simply, the colonial relations
variables are not orthogonal to growth and therefore should not be included in the
zero stage regression explaining aid.
As a first step towards improving the RS08 instrument, we re-run their
aid-growth model using a smaller and “less suspect” sub-set of the aggregate
instruments used in Section 3.2. These are the population ratio, a dummy for ever
having been a colony and their interaction. Results are given in column IV of
Table 1, showing that the Hansen J test is now passed with a high level of
confidence. Nevertheless, compared against column II, the results also suggest a
trade-off between efficiency and transparency in instrument selection. While the
use of multiple aggregate instruments is more transparent, it does not exploit the
full information about bilateral aid flows contained in the zero stage. This may be
one reason why the weak identification statistics are considerably lower in
column IV versus column II of Table 1. In fact, as shown in column V of Table 1,
even if only one aggregate instrument is employed, namely the log of the
recipient’s initial population, the strength of the instrument returns to similar
values to those in column II and all coefficients are essentially unchanged.3
Consequently, using a single instrument is likely to be more efficient but there are
also potential information gains from employing a zero stage, especially in small
aggregate samples such as those used in (static) cross-country regressions.
Thus, to strengthen the instrumentation approach, we return to the zero
stage regressions. Aside from removal of suspect terms, additional concerns
motivate further modifications. First, there are errors in the calculation of average
Aid/GDP in all stages of RS08’s regressions. The OECD-DAC aid dataset used
for bilateral aid flows includes numerous missing values. While in some cases
these genuinely refer to absent data, in most cases they represent unreported null
3

This result further underlines the reliance of the RS08 instrumentation strategy on population
size (also see Clemens and Bazzi, 2009).
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values.4 RS08 incorrectly treat these as missing. This is material because it
distorts estimates for average bilateral aid flows over time. Consequently, it is
necessary to re-estimate the bilateral aid variables and calculate period averages
for Aid/GDP and aid per capita, setting missing entries to zero. This affects the
dependent variable employed in the zero stage regression as well as the
endogenous aid variable used in the IV estimations.
Second, in the RS08 strategy, recipient GDP occurs in the denominator of
the dependent variable in the zero stage regressions. Following Kronmal (1993),
inappropriate use of ratio variables may lead to substantial misinterpretation (or
bias) in least squares regressions. This may arise if the denominator of the
dependent variable is correlated with the RHS variables independently of the
numerator of the dependent variable. In the present case, this could arise if donor
decision rules do not target the Aid/GDP ratio, and/or if there is a direct
association between recipient GDP levels and population size or past colonial
experiences.
Third, it is apparent that individual donor countries exhibit distinct
attitudes to giving foreign aid (Alesina and Dollar, 2000), which reflect cultural
and historical factors. These time-invariant influences can be understood as fixed
effects and may be included as RHS variables in the zero stage regression.
Notably, and unlike the RS08 explanatory variables, these fixed effects may
explain a part of the variation in aid allocations that is unrelated to purely strategic
or political motives. As such, their inclusion may strengthen the overall validity
and interpretation of the generated instrument.
To address these concerns, we modify the RS08 specification of the zero
stage regression. In place of Aid/GDP, we use aid per capita (Aid/POP) as the
dependent variable which accords closely with the explicit aid allocation rules
used by donors, such as the World Bank (see Annex 1 of IDA15, 2008).5 We drop
the colonizer-specific variables (and interactions) and only include a dummy for
whether a country was ever a colony (COLONY). Adding donor-specific fixed
effects (DONOR), our zero stage regression emerges as follows:
(1)
where the subscripts d and r represent donors and recipients respectively;
CURCOL indicates whether the recipient is a current colony of the donor.

4

Confirmed in correspondence with the OECD DAC Secretariat.
Note that in all subsequent regression stages the endogenous variable of interest remains
Aid/GDP.
5
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Table 3: Alternative zero stage regressions, 1970-2000
(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

OLS

OLS

OLS

OLS

Heckman

1.65***
(0.24)

2.09***
(0.19)

11.95***
(1.62)

-0.55
(2.08)

-0.88
(2.20)

Currently a colony (dummy)

-0.97*
(0.56)

0.63
(0.45)

9.88***
(3.81)

14.14
(21.15)

24.48
(36.71)

Common language (dummy)

0.07*
(0.04)

0.09***
(0.03)

1.36***
(0.27)

1.30**
(0.60)

1.30*
(0.67)

Ratio of (initial) log population

0.09***
(0.01)

0.05***
(0.00)

0.40***
(0.04)

0.32***
(0.06)

0.45***
(0.08)

Ratio of log population x colony

0.62***
(0.11)

0.77***
(0.08)

7.16***
(0.69)

3.32***
(0.72)

3.36***
(0.77)

Dependent variable

Aid/GDP

Aid/GDP

Aid p.c.

Aid p.c.

Aid p.c.

Treatment of “missing” aid values

Unknown

Zero

Zero

Zero

Zero

Metropole fixed effects & interactions

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Donor fixed effects

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Colonial relationship (dummy)

Outcome and selection independence

-

-

-

-

9.56***

Number of obs.

3288

3286

3328

3328

3328

R-squared

0.42

0.31

0.26

0.21

-

F statistic

185.93

113.55

90.49

10.65

-

significance level: * 10%; ** 5%; *** 1%
Notes: column (I) replicates Rajan and Subramanian’s zero stage regression (2008, Table 4); columns (II) and (III) retain
the same RHS specification, but alter the dependent variable (denoted in the table); column (IV) revises the specification,
dropping metropole (colony-specific) fixed effects & interactions (coefficients not shown); column (V) implements a
Heckman correction, based on the specification in column (IV); Heckman estimator uses full information maximum
likelihood (FIML); the Heckman selection equation (not shown) includes all outcome covariates and a dummy for the
number of colonial relationships experienced by the recipient; test for independence of outcome and selection equations
refers to a Wald test that the correlation (rho) between the residuals in the two equations is equal to zero; intercept not
shown; standard errors are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity and intra-group correlation between aid recipients (except
for columns I to III where standard errors assume homoskedasticity in order to replicate Rajan and Subramanian, 2008).
Source: authors’ estimates.

Results from these modifications are given in Table 3. Column I replicates
the RS08 specification (only selected coefficients shown); column II employs the
revised dependent variable in which missing Aid/GDP values are set to zero. This
change has a moderate impact and the pair-wise correlation between the fitted
values from these two models is 0.83. Column III also retains the original RHS
specification, but introduces aid per capita as the dependent variable (with
missing aid values set to zero). All core coefficients retain the same sign and
significance, but there is a minor fall in explanatory power, indicating there may
have been some unwanted independent correlation between GDP in the dependent
variable and the RHS variables. Column IV employs the new RHS specification,
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as per equation (1). Again, there is a small loss of explanatory power, but the
population ratio and its interaction with the colony dummy remain highly
significant. Also, the donor fixed effects (coefficients not shown in the table) vary
in sign and many are significant. Overall, the RHS variables continue to explain a
reasonable share of observed aid allocations.
The existence of zero-value aid inflows points to a final possible
weakness. In principle, the decision by a donor to provide aid involves at least
two distinct choices (Tarp et al., 1999): (i) which recipients should receive aid;
and (ii) how much to supply – i.e., the distribution of bilateral aid flows reflects
an unobserved selection process. In the absence of an explicit model, one way to
address potential bias from unobserved selection effects is to use Heckman’s
correction (Heckman, 1979). Column V of Table 3 employs a Heckman selection
model (estimated by full information maximum likelihood) to the specification in
column IV, where the existence of zero or non-zero aid flows is used as the binary
selection variable. Despite these changes, the direction of the results and their
interpretation are largely unchanged. However, we reject the hypothesis that there
is no selection bias. We therefore retain the Heckman estimator employed in
Column V as our preferred zero stage regression.
3.4.

Improved specification

Before presenting the results of the aid-growth IV regressions using the improved
instrument, it is appropriate to discuss additional areas where the RS08 approach
can be strengthened. The first of these is the choice of covariates. Given the
relatively small sample available in the aggregate regressions (78 countries),
inclusion of redundant variables may lead to a loss of efficiency and/or contribute
to undesirable multicollinearity. In the case of RS08, we note that the three
macroeconomic initial conditions (inflation, money supply, and budget balance)
as well as ethnic fractionalization are insignificant in RS08’s cross-section
outcome regressions for all periods. In addition, and as Wooldridge (2005)
clarifies, inclusion of contemporaneous outcome variables – i.e., variables which
may also be affected by the level of treatment – can invalidate the
unconfoundedness assumption required for valid causal inference (Angrist and
Pischke, 2008). This is pertinent as RS08’s chosen specification includes two
variables that capture average outcomes during the period of analysis –
institutional quality and the number of forced changes in the top government elite,
labelled “revolutions”. Inclusion of these variables is puzzling in light of the
literature which examines the effects of aid on growth through institutional
performance. Controlling for such outcomes blocks potential channels through
which aid may affect growth and thereby restricts the estimated coefficient on aid
to a partial as opposed to a general effect. Such variables may also introduce
unwanted reverse causality.
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It is also helpful to consider the appropriate role of regional fixed effects.
In RS08’s specification, only East Asia and sub-Saharan Africa are included as
regional dummy variables. This appears to be an ex post choice in the sense that
prior to the 1980s there was no particular reason to identify these as “special”.
Including regional dummy variables helps absorb intra-regional correlations and
captures omitted spatial fixed effects such as those arising from geography, shared
historical experiences, and trade relationships. A priori, a more plausible approach
is to include a fuller set of regional dummies. Finally, it is appropriate to include
additional variables that reflect initial socioeconomic conditions such as education
and health indicators, as well as additional geographic characteristics such as
trading distances. These variables are frequently seen as important determinants
of growth and may also proxy for initial conditions; as such, they may explain
some of the variation in the expected growth returns to aid.
Consequently, we propose a revised covariates specification (denoted
AJT). This involves dropping contemporaneous outcome covariates and
redundant variables, adding an alternative set of regional dummies and including
additional controls. These are selected following Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) who
undertake comprehensive Bayesian averaging of long-run growth estimates. We
include variables identified by these authors that are among those with the highest
posterior probability of inclusion and refer to initial conditions. To this, we add
civil liberties in 1972 and distance to major ports. The first of these captures
additional dimensions of initial institutional quality, including the ability of
citizens to bring the government to account, which is often deemed relevant for
aid effectiveness. Air distance is associated with export transaction costs, and ease
of access to developed markets and has recently been identified by Moral-Benito
(2009) as a robust correlate of growth.
3.5.

Alternative estimators

Another area that can be strengthened concerns the choice of IV estimator. In
light of the expected complexity of the growth process as well as the different
properties of alternative estimators, it is valid to investigate whether or not
empirical results hold across different estimators. While RS08 employ a 2SLS
estimator, this is not the only option. Other possible estimators, which offer
moderate differences, include LIML (limited information maximum likelihood),
Fuller’s modified LIML (with alpha = 1), and a continuously updated GMM
estimator (GMM-CU).
In the program evaluation literature, the “doubly robust” estimators of
Robins and Rotznitzky (1995) are attractive. Imbens and Wooldridge describe
these estimators as “best practice” (2009: 25). Various doubly robust estimators
have been proposed (see Imbens, 2004); however, none of these can be applied
straightforwardly to the current aid-growth problem. They assume a binary
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treatment/control framework in which receipt of the treatment is conditionally
independent of potential outcomes. Indeed, Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) note
that, compared with the binary case, much less is known about settings with
continuous treatment variables even though such settings are common in practice.
Nevertheless, some simple extensions enable doubly robust estimators to be
extended to the instrumental variables context (see Arndt et al., 2010).
Principally, this involves dichotomization of the (generated) instrument, whilst
maintaining the endogenous variable in continuous form. This is our preferred
estimator, and we denote this IV-IPWLS (IV inverse probability weighted least
squares).

4.

Empirical results

Section 3 motivated and proposed three main improvements to RS08’s empirical
approach. These refer to their instrument, their specification, and their chosen
estimator. Tables 4 and 5 present results for different combinations of these
modifications. We focus on the 1970-2000 period, allowing the effects of aid to
be considered over a generation of elapsed time. The shorter periods (1980-2000
and 1990-2000) may not allow sufficient time for the aid-growth relationship to
emerge. With respect to 1960-2000, many countries had not attained
independence by 1960, particularly those in Africa. Further, even though the
majority of French colonies achieved independence in 1960, the shift to
independent administration was very gradual in most cases. In contrast, by 1970
the large majority of developing countries had achieved independence and had
operated independently for at least a few years, with Portuguese colonies being
the prominent exception.
Column I of Table 4 reports regression results using the RS08
specification, the new preferred instrument (based on the zero stage regression in
column V of Table 3), and the IV-LIML estimator. Column II introduces the
doubly robust IV-IPWLS estimator, while columns III and IV replicate columns I
and II with our new specification. Columns V and VI continue with the same
model, but respectively use the GMM-CU and Fuller estimators. Note that in all
columns the improved instrument is employed.
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Table 4: Modified IV regressions, 1970-2000
(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

IV-LIML

IV-IPWLS

IV-LIML

IV-IPWLS

GMM-CU

Fuller

0.22*
(0.12)

0.21*
(0.13)

0.25**
(0.12)

0.13***
(0.05)

0.25**
(0.12)

0.24**
(0.12)

Initial per cap. GDP

-1.34***
(0.40)

-1.92***
(0.39)

-1.03***
(0.38)

-1.33***
(0.27)

-1.03***
(0.38)

-1.05***
(0.37)

Initial level of policy

2.14***
(0.60)

2.58***
(0.62)

2.12***
(0.54)

2.44***
(0.46)

2.12***
(0.54)

2.12***
(0.53)

Initial life expectancy

0.09**
(0.04)

0.05
(0.03)

0.04
(0.04)

0.03
(0.04)

0.04
(0.04)

0.03
(0.04)

Geography

0.63**
(0.25)

0.48**
(0.24)

0.29
(0.26)

0.25
(0.21)

0.29
(0.26)

0.29
(0.25)

Coastal pop. density in 1965

0.00**
(0.00)

0.00***
(0.00)

0.00**
(0.00)

0.00**
(0.00)

Primary schooling in 1960

2.58**
(1.15)

2.26**
(0.88)

2.58**
(1.15)

2.56**
(1.13)

Malaria risk in 1966

-1.50*
(0.85)

-1.06*
(0.58)

-1.50*
(0.85)

-1.49*
(0.83)

Invest. goods price, 1960-64

-0.01
(0.00)

-0.01
(0.00)

-0.01
(0.00)

-0.01
(0.00)

Civil liberties in 1972

-1.28*
(0.70)

-0.98*
(0.50)

-1.28*
(0.70)

-1.24*
(0.68)

Air distance (log)

0.09
(0.38)

-0.03
(0.33)

0.09
(0.38)

0.09
(0.38)

AJT

AJT

AJT

AJT

Aid / GDP

Specification
Scale of excluded instrument
Regional dummies
N

RS08

RS08

Continuous

Binary

Continuous

Binary

Continuous

Continuous

SSA, EA

SSA, EA

SSA, A, LA

SSA, A, LA

SSA, A, LA

SSA, A, LA

78

78

78

78

78

78

R-squared

0.57

0.70

0.59

0.77

0.59

0.60

Kleibergen-Paap Wald F stat.

29.48

24.42

17.28

39.78

17.28

17.28

Stock-Wright LM S stat.
(probability)

4.33
0.037

3.53
0.060

5.77
0.016

6.49
0.011

5.77
0.016

5.77
0.016

significance level: * 10%; ** 5%; *** 1%
Notes: the endogenous variable is Aid/GDP, re-estimated from OECD-DAC (2008) data treating possible missing values as
zeroes; in columns (I) and (II) the specification follows Rajan and Subramanian (2008) (only selected covariates shown); all
remaining columns use a modified specification, removing contemporaneous and redundant covariates and adding
additional initial conditions; chosen estimator is in the column title; initial policy refers to the Sachs-Warner trade policy
index; geography refers to the average of the number of frost days and tropical land area; intercept not shown; standard
errors, given in parentheses, are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity; dependent variable is the average real growth rate.
Source: authors’ estimates.

With respect to the implementation of the IV-IPWLS estimator (columns
III and IV), a binary instrument is required. This is derived by taking the fitted
instrument from RS08’s zero stage regression, sorting countries in ascending
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order (from lowest to highest predicted aid shares), and then selecting the first 30
for the “control” and the rest for the “treatment” group. The motivation for this
choice is to identify a sub-sample of countries with the smallest possible average
value for predicted aid inflows while still maintaining statistical viability. Thus, in
practice, the control group approximately corresponds to all countries falling
below the 40th percentile. Besides permitting application of doubly robust
techniques, dichotomization of the instrument represents a useful robustness
check. If results arising from the binary instrument were not comparable with its
continuous counterpart, this might indicate that the latter findings were driven by
peculiarities in the distribution of the instrument. It also relaxes the assumption of
a constant linear relationship between aid and growth, instead placing emphasis
on the average difference between treatment and control groups regardless of the
shape of growth’s response to aid. Consequently, possible non-linear effects due
to diminishing returns to aid are addressed by this dichotomization. Finally, as the
instrument is derived from a zero stage regression, dichotomization provides a
check against measurement error or misspecification in the zero stage.
Turning to results, the range of test statistics reported in Table 4 indicates
that the new instrument continues to perform strongly across different
specifications and estimators. Under-identification tests (not shown), which can
be interpreted as testing the null hypothesis of a zero correlation between the
instruments and the endogenous regressors, are all rejected. The weak
identification test (the Kleibergen-Paap Wald F statistic, which uses a finitesample adjustment of the standard F-statistic to assess the strength of the partial
correlation between the excluded instruments and the endogenous variables in
first-stage regressions) not only exceeds critical values in all cases but is
comparable to the levels achieved using RS08’s original approach (Table 1,
column II). Perhaps more importantly, the Stock-Wright S statistic, which is
based on the reduced form regression and is robust to the presence of weak
instruments (see Baum et al., 2007), finds a significant (partial) correlation
between the instrument and dependent variable in all cases.
Moving across the columns of Table 4, we note that the treatment effect –
i.e., the coefficient on the endogenous aid variable – is consistently positive,
significant, and in a domain that is consistent with the RS08 prior (Section 2.4).
The main effect of using the new and strengthened instrument (column I) is that
the treatment effect estimate edges upwards (from 0.l0 to 0.22). The doublyrobust estimator leaves this result almost unchanged, but enhances the overall
explanatory power of the model. According to the Kleibergen-Paap Wald F
statistic, switching to the modified specification (column III onwards) slightly
reduces the strength of the instrument in the IV-LIML first stage. However, by
placing greater emphasis on the most informative observations, the strength of the
instrument is considerably improved for the IV-IPWLS estimator. Finally, the
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alternative IV estimators (columns V and VI) are virtually identical to the results
of column III.
The preferred estimate presented in Column IV of Table 4 represents a
new estimator, a new specification, and a new instrumentation strategy.6 In
contrast to RS08, we find robust statistically significant empirical support for a
positive aid-growth relationship for the 1970-2000 period. Robustness and
sensitivity tests, documented in Arndt et al. (2010), include application of a
flexible doubly robust estimator, exclusion of (possibly) influential observations,
as well as implementation of sample restrictions and additional covariates. They
show that, despite some sensitivity to different choices, there is no firm basis on
which to reject our main results.
Table 5: Summary of results from model modifications, 1970-2000
Instrument

Specification

Estimator
2SLS / IV-LIML

IV-IPWLS

RS08

0.10

0.15*

AJT

0.10

0.10**

RS08

0.22*

0.21*

AJT

0.25**

0.13***

RS08

AJT

significance level: * 10%; ** 5%; *** 1%
Notes: AJT refers to our preferred instrument (Table 3, Column V) or specification (Table 4 Column III). Cells show the
estimated coefficient on Aid/GDP from IV regressions involving different combinations of specifications, instruments, and
estimators; column (I) provides estimates from standard IV estimators (2SLS or IV-LIML); column (II) employs the IVIPWLS estimator, as described in the text; standard errors on which statistical inference is based are robust to arbitrary
heteroskedasticity; dependent variable is the average real growth rate.
Source: authors’ estimates.

To get a better sense of the individual and joint impact of alternative
combinations of our three main modifications, Table 5 provides a summary of the
various models. Each cell reports the estimated impact of aid on growth over the
1970-2000 period for a given combination of modifications. Reinforcing the
previous results, we find that the RS08 result is not robust. With the exception of
employing the AJT specification alone, all other modifications (either individually
or jointly) yield a significant aid-growth relationship. Moreover, the probability of
falsely rejecting the null hypothesis falls with the number of modifications
6

Note that adding the three initial macroeconomic conditions employed by RS08, which had been
excluded for redundancy, to the models estimated in columns III and IV of Table 4 leaves all
results essentially unchanged; moreover, these three variables continue to be redundant.
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employed. Thus, when all three modifications are incorporated, the estimated
coefficient on Aid/GDP of 0.13 becomes significant at the 1% level.
Given our preferred approach employs a single generated instrument, it
remains to be established whether the underlying instrumentation strategy remains
valid in the context of the new set of conditioning variables. Thus, maintaining
the improved specification and IV-LIML estimator, we replace the generated
instrument with different sets of aggregate instruments as per Sections 3.2 and
3.3. These results are reported in columns VI to VIII of Table 1, which
respectively employ a full set of aggregate instruments (used in the RS08 zero
stage), a preferred sub-set of three “least suspect” instruments, and initial log
population size only. The most important result is that the Hansen J statistic is
considerably strengthened when three as opposed to eight aggregate instruments
are used, passing all conventional test thresholds. Moreover, in the last two
columns, the coefficient on Aid/GDP remains positive and significant, once again
supporting our principal results.
We now return to the other periods analyzed in RS08 (1960-2000, 19802000, and 1990-2000), using our preferred specification and instrumentation
strategy as well as both the IV-LIML and IV-IPWLS estimators. Results for each
alternative period are presented in Table 6. For the 1960-2000 period (columns I
and II) both the point estimate and variance of the estimated treatment effect are
squarely in the domain found in Table 4 (columns III and IV) for the 1970-2000
period. The long-run impact of foreign aid comes across as well established. With
respect to the shorter run effects of aid, given in columns III to VI of Table 6, we
cannot reject the hypothesis that the treatment effect is zero. This is confirmed by
the (very weak) relation in the reduced form given by the Stock-Wright S statistic.
The plausible range for the treatment effect is much wider for these periods,
reflected by larger standard errors on the treatment effect. This is most apparent
for 1990-2000 where the standard error on the FDR treatment effect estimate is
almost five times larger than that for the 1960-2000 period. As suggested in
Section 2, a meaningful and robust average short-run effect of aid on growth may
be very difficult to discern from the available empirical data.
At this point, it is helpful to reflect on what exactly the estimated
regression parameters represent. As has been established in the literature,
instrumental variables estimators typically cannot be interpreted as average
treatment effects. This is only appropriate under strong additional assumptions –
in this case, homogeneity across countries in their response to aid. Rather, what is
actually recovered depends on the instruments chosen as well as the extent of
heterogeneity in responses to changes in these instruments. In the case of a single
binary instrument and endogenous response variable, IV estimators often recover
a local average treatment effect (LATE), defined as the average treatment effect
for the sub-population that switches from the control to the treatment group on
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account of the switch in the instrument. This can be understood as a weighted
average of the marginal treatment effects for the sub-population that is responsive
to the instrument (Heckman, 2001).
Table 6: Modified regressions, alternative periods
1960-2000

1980-2000

1990-2000

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

(V)

(VI)

IV-LIML

IV-IPWLS

IV-LIML

IV-IPWLS

IV-LIML

IV-IPWLS

0.16*
(0.08)

0.09**
(0.04)

0.02
(0.14)

0.05
(0.10)

-0.11
(0.19)

0.11
(0.14)

Initial per cap. GDP

-0.67**
(0.31)

-0.83***
(0.24)

-1.41***
(0.42)

-1.36***
(0.35)

-0.72
(0.74)

-0.12
(0.57)

Initial level of policy

1.88***
(0.45)

2.33***
(0.42)

2.10***
(0.71)

1.51
(1.01)

0.65
(0.53)

0.99*
(0.52)

Initial life expectancy

0.01
(0.02)

0.02
(0.03)

0.06
(0.04)

0.10**
(0.04)

0.12
(0.07)

0.13**
(0.06)

Geography

0.26
(0.19)

0.21
(0.17)

0.48**
(0.21)

0.33
(0.23)

0.13
(0.41)

0.23
(0.38)

Coastal pop. density in 1965

0.00***
(0.00)

0.00***
(0.00)

0.00*
(0.00)

0.00
(0.00)

0.00
(0.00)

0.01***
(0.00)

Primary schooling in 1960

2.76***
(0.91)

2.13***
(0.74)

1.45
(1.00)

1.15
(1.04)

-1.38
(1.93)

-2.08
(1.68)

Malaria risk in 1966

-1.20**
(0.57)

-1.03**
(0.40)

-0.99
(0.79)

-1.09
(0.77)

-2.36**
(0.96)

-2.48**
(1.02)

Invest. goods price, 1960-64

-0.01**
(0.00)

-0.01**
(0.00)

0.00
(0.00)

-0.00
(0.00)

-0.01
(0.01)

-0.01
(0.01)

Civil liberties in 1972

-0.33
(0.26)

-0.40
(0.27)

-0.34
(0.31)

-0.19
(0.35)

0.67
(0.64)

0.74
(0.62)

Air distance (log)

0.31
(0.42)

0.28
(0.39)

1.19*
(0.69)

1.27
(0.82)

2.11**
(0.90)

1.78**
(0.75)

Scale of excluded instrument

Binary

Continuous

Binary

Continuous

Binary

Continuous

Aid / GDP

N

74

74

75

75

70

69

R-squared

0.71

0.84

0.64

0.60

0.52

0.51

Kleibergen-Paap Wald F stat.

15.82

42.80

19.31

22.01

17.58

20.04

Stock-Wright LM S stat.
(probability)

4.30
0.038

4.30
0.038

0.03
0.869

0.20
0.654

0.30
0.584

0.63
0.428

Notes: the endogenous variable is Aid/GDP, instrumented as per the models in Table 3 and re-estimated from the relevant
bilateral data and time period; initial policy refers to the Sachs-Warner trade policy index; geography refers to the average
of the number of frost days and tropical land area; covariate values also vary according to the period chosen, however this
is not the case with respect to the variables from Sala-i-Martin et al. (2004) as alternative initial values are not available;
intercept and regional dummies not shown; standard errors, given in parentheses, are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity;
dependent variable is the average real growth rate.
Source: authors’ estimates.
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In the present case, the complex mapping from multiple instruments to a
continuous endogenous variable significantly complicates a LATE-type
interpretation of the estimates. Furthermore, given the small sample sizes
involved, distinguishing between key sub-populations and important observations
is exceedingly difficult operationally. Nevertheless, in light of the instruments
used, a possible interpretation is that the estimates reflect the growth response to
aid for countries whose total aid inflows have been most influenced by differences
in relative population sizes or ever having been a colony. These drivers typically
would be associated with political rather than altruistic motivations. If politically
motivated aid is less effective, this may bias downward the estimated aid
coefficient. Finally, one notes that moving from the continuous instrument to the
binary instrument (used in the doubly robust estimations) has a relatively small
effect on the estimated parameter of interest. This is consistent with the
observation made in Arndt et al. (2010) that the results are not dependent on the
specific threshold chosen to define the binary instrument.
Lastly, we consider how this evidence stacks up against theory. In all the
regression specifications reported so far, tests have been made against a null
hypothesis of a zero relationship between the explanatory and dependent
variables. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to calculate the t-statistic for testing
whether the estimates differ from the theoretical prior that the point estimate for
the long-run effect of foreign aid on growth is around 0.1 (see Section 2.4). With
the exception of the OLS regression reported in column I of Table 1, all point
estimates for the aid growth relationship across all regressions reported in Tables
1, 4, 5, and 6 are not significantly different from 0.1.7 To put it differently, there is
no basis on which to reject the theoretical prior that aid has a positive long-run
effect on growth.

5.

Conclusion

To conclude, we respond to the question posed in the title to this paper: has the
aid, growth, and development literature gone full circle? Our answer is “no”.
While in the most recent literature the pendulum has swung to deep skepticism
concerning the ability of aid to contribute to economic growth, a series of
important points of consensus have emerged. First, methodological advances in
the program evaluation literature have improved the profession’s capacity to
identify causal effects in economic phenomena. These advances are beginning to
be applied at the more aggregate level, as pursued here. Second, methodological
advances also highlight the serious challenges that must be surmounted in order to
7

For these regressions, the null hypothesis that the coefficient of the estimated aid-growth
parameter is equal to 0.1 is, in fact, never close to being rejected, including in RS08’s original IV
specification (Table 1, Column II).
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derive robust causal conclusions from non-experimental data. In many important
areas of inquiry, long-standing debates with respect to causal impacts persist
despite improved methods and improved data availability. Third, the formation of
reasonable expectations about the likely returns to foreign assistance has been
greatly facilitated by the application of growth theory. Finally, there is increasing
recognition that many of the key interventions pursued by foreign aid will only
result in positive growth outcomes over long time horizons.
In line with Temple (2010), we started by replicating RS08. Based on a
detailed analysis of their approach, we subsequently developed a better
instrumentation strategy, an improved specification, and a preferred estimator.
The improved specification contains a fuller set of regional fixed effects and
indicators of initial human capital and geographic conditions. These were drawn
from theory and previous research. They included primary schooling, coastal
population density, and malaria risks. Consistent with best practice in the program
evaluation literature, we excluded covariates, such as revolutions and institutional
performance, which represent potential channels through which aid affects
growth. With respect to the zero stage instrumentation, we (i) excluded suspect
variables; (ii) corrected errors in the implementation of the RS08 instrumentation
strategy; (iii) employed aid per capita in place of Aid/GDP to preclude spurious
correlation with the chosen instruments; (iv) introduced donor-specific fixed
effects; and (v) accounted for selection bias through a Heckman correction.
Finally, we deployed robust regression estimators which adjust for heterogeneity
across countries. This involved introducing a new doubly robust estimator that
can be used in instrumental variable contexts. A variety of robustness and validity
checks, including of the underlying instrument, provide support to our approach.
Overall, we believe our study represents the most carefully developed
empirical strategy employed in the aid-growth literature to date. Our results
provide solid support for the view that the effect of aid on growth is positive in
both the 1970-2000 and 1960-2000 periods. The preferred doubly robust
estimator places the point estimate of the long run elasticity of growth with
respect to the share of aid in recipient GDP at 0.13 (IV-IPWLS). This is below the
unweighted point estimate of 0.25 (IV-LIML). In sum, our findings suggest that
an inflow on the order of 10 percent of GDP spurs the per capita growth rate by
more than one percentage point per annum in the long run. These estimates are
consistent with the view that foreign aid stimulates aggregate investment and may
also contribute to productivity growth, despite some fraction of aid being
allocated to consumption. The 95% confidence interval around our estimates lies
in the strictly positive domain and contains the prior, suggested in RS08 that the
long-run elasticity of growth to foreign aid should be around 0.1. In the shorter
term, our analysis indicates that the impact of aid is difficult to discern.
Nevertheless, when the longer run macro evidence is combined with the evidence
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at the micro- and meso-levels, a consistent case for aid effectiveness emerges.
There is no micro-macro paradox.
We find ourselves in a similar position to Winters (2004) in his review of
the implications of trade liberalization for growth. While he concludes that trade
liberalization stimulates growth over the long run and on average, he adds that
“For a variety of reasons, the level of proof remains a little less than one might
wish but the preponderance of evidence certainly favors that conclusion” (2004:
F18). Similarly, we conclude that the bleak pessimism of much of the recent aidgrowth literature is unjustified and the associated policy implications drawn from
this literature are often inappropriate and unhelpful. Aid has been and remains an
important tool for enhancing the development prospects of poor nations.
Finally, the complex and idiosyncratic process of managing aid to spark
and sustain growth is subject to considerable learning. Nearly all participants in
the aid-growth debate, not least these authors, recognize the potential for aid to do
better, particularly in fostering productivity growth. Abolishing foreign aid, or
drastically cutting it back, would be a mistake and is not warranted by any
reasonable interpretation of the evidence. The challenge is to improve foreign
assistance effectiveness so that living standards in poor countries are substantially
advanced over the next three decades.
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